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Description

Is there any chance to add this site (group of programs) to some plugin or make another plugin or any other wat to watch on PS3? 
http://www.tivi.ba/aplikacije
There is apps for iOS, android and some smart tvs. So any chance to watch this on showtime or that someone built new plugin?
Thanks!!!!

History
#1 - 10/08/2015 11:19 PM - Leonid Protasov
- Subject changed from new plugin or adding to some existing? to Add http://www.tivi.ba/aplikacije plugin

#2 - 10/08/2015 11:55 PM - Damir Hasic

what does this means? Is it gonna be new plugin in plugin section? Thanks!

#3 - 10/09/2015 12:18 PM - Andreas Smas
- Category set to Plugins

#4 - 10/18/2015 02:22 AM - Damir Hasic

is it gonna be available plugin for this soon? And the direct link is http://play.tivi.ba/
Thanks!

#5 - 10/21/2015 01:06 PM - Michal Pisarski

I believe it is paid to watch...
It is however available on Samsung and LG TVs, so if you have one, you could sniff the communication between TV and tivi.ba server.
Basing on such data we could create a plugin. (I do not own Samsung nor LG TV)

#6 - 10/21/2015 01:12 PM - Damir Hasic

It's free to watch. And I don't have Samsung or LG tv, but this works from PC in my country. Can this be helpful for making plugin?

#7 - 10/21/2015 01:12 PM - Damir Hasic

EDIT: Also forks fine from iphone.

#8 - 10/24/2015 04:01 AM - Damir Hasic
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If you could make plugin for this it would be even better https://www.bhtelecom.ba/webtv.html# 
It is paid to watch. So I hope you could do that. Thank you!!!

#9 - 01/08/2018 04:37 AM - Leonid Protasov
- Project changed from Movian to Plugins
- Category deleted (Plugins)
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